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Echo Farm brings the sound of vintage echo
effects units to your Pro Tools system with all the
flexibility and stunning sound quality you expect
from the same people who brought you Amp
Farm. Using the same innovative technology,
Echo Farm represents yet another revolutionary
Line 6 advance and includes support for up to
96 kHz sample rates with Pro Tools|HD.

Line 6’s patented modeling software technolo-
gy gives you models based on 12 vintage echo
effects that are even sweeter than the real
thing. No need to wrestle with cantankerous
vintage hardware to get classic tape echo,
old school analog delay, or filter-swept 
echo-phonic modulations. Just pull up the
Echo Farm Plug-in to get these classic 
vintage tones with all the modern advan-
tages, including extended delay time,
bpm/note value delay time setting, tap
tempo, and complete automation. Of course,
Echo Farm isn’t limited to just guitar 
processing.Throw any audio signal through
Echo Farm — vocals, synths, drum tracks
— and add the classic sound of vintage
echo to your mix.

ECHO FARM INCLUDES ECHO MODELS BASED

ON THE FOLLOWING EFFECTS UNITS*:
Maestro EP-1 Tube Echoplex
Maestro EP-3 Echoplex
Roland RE-101 Space Echo
Boss DM-2 Analog Delay
Electro-Harmonix Deluxe Memoryman
Dynamic Delay (a la TC Electronics 2290)
Lo Res Delay (variable from 24- to 6-bits!)
Sweep Echo (filter-swept delay)
Digital Delay with Modulation
Ping Pong
Reverse (xirdneH imiJ ekil tsuJ)
Auto-Volume Echo

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Digidesign-approved Pro Tools TDM system

For the latest Digidesign product information and
system requirements, visit www.digidesign.com.

For the latest Development Partner plug-in 
and software compatibility information, visit
www.digidevelopers.com.

* Original effect names are all trademarks of their
respective owners, which are in no way  associated
or affiliated with Line 6.These trademarks of other
manufacturers are used solely for the purpose of

describing certain tones produced
using Line 6’s modeling technology.
Line 6’s modeling technology pro-
vides Echo Farm with a wide
variety of sounds modeled after
some of the most popular sounds 
of these classic echo units.

� Add a whole collection of
classic echo units to your
studio — all programmable
and automatable

� Line 6 digital software 
modeling technology 
models the sonic properties
of tubes, tape, and vintage
echo unit electronics

� As fun and easy to use 
as a classic stomp box, with
control of tape wow & flut-
ter, filter-swept modulation,
bit resolution, and more

� Set delay times by knob,
milliseconds, or bpm/note
value — or just click 
your mouse a few times 
on the tap tempo button.
Defeatable Time Ramp 
gives smooth tape-style
delay time changes 
complete with pitch smear

� Use Echo Farm as a guitar
stomp box in front of Amp
Farm, or as a processor for
all your other audio tracks
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Echo Farm
Vintage Echo Plug-in for Pro Tools
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